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Tagungsbericht 27/1997

Dynamische Systeme
13.07. bis 19.07.1997

Die Organisatoren der Tagung waren H. Hofer (Courant
Institute N.Y.U.)] J.C. Yoccoz (Universite Paris-Sud) und
E. Zehnder (ETH Zürich). Diskutiert wurden die neuesten
Ent\vicklungen auf dem Gebiet der klassischen dynamischen
Systeme: insbesondere der Hamiltonschen Systeme: und die
Zusammenhänge mit partiellen Differentialgleichungen und
symplektischer Geometrie.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

Sigurd Angenent: Floer's homology for an elliptic system of PDE's

Together with Roh van der Vorst we study solutions fo the follo,ving elliptic system
of PDE's

(1)
{

-ßu = v q x E 0 (0 bounded domain, an smooth)
-ßv = uP

u,v = 0 on an

\vhich are the Euler Lagrange equations of

1( lulP+l Iv IQ+1
)

J(u,v) = \7u' V'v - -- ---
n p+l q+l

\Ve found that Floer's method can indeed be applied, provided one uses the regu
lar gradient flow on HJ(O) x HJ(n) (or HS x H 2-s, 0 < s < 2) instead of-the
unregularized L2 gradient flo\v. i\ consequence of the Floer construction is:

Theorem The system has an unbounded sequence 0/ solutions, i/ one assumes
p, q > 1 and (p + 1)-1 + (q + 1)-1 > 1 - ~ .

L. H. Eliasson: Extended solutions für the higher dimensional quasi
periodic Schrödinger equation

Let V be areal analytic function defined on the product torus Td x Td and let w =
(Wl 1 W2) E S2d C ]R2d. A.n eigenfunction U(tl' t2) of the quasi-periodic Schrödinger
equation

is a Floquet solution if it has the form

ei(tl{1+t2~2)U({h + t1Wl, lh + t2W2),

,vhere ~

becomes
(~l' ~2) E R2d is called the quasi-momentum. The equation für U(O)
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'\Te described some arguments aiming at the proof of the following statement.

If sUPllm81<r IV(B)I = c, is sufficiently smalI, then there is a set Bv C S2d, \vith
measure (S2d\Bv ) ----* 0 as € ---+ 0: such that for aIl w E Bv and for a.e. ~ E ]R2d :

the operator Lwl• has a smooth eigenfunction U((}).· i\1ore precisely, for a11 w E Bv
and for a.e. ~ E ]R2d, the operator Lw,{ on L2 (Td x T d ) has a pure point spectrum.

Jean-Mare Gambaudo: The asymptotie Hopf invariant

In this talk, ,ve describe asymptotic properties of linking of orbits for volume pre
senring flo,vs of the three-sphere. Classical invariants introduced by Arnold, Ruelle
and Calabi are discussed. The follo,ving questions are analyzed:

1. Extension of these definitions to other invariant probability measures.

2. Extension to continuous flo,vs.

3. Topological invariants.

The asymptotic linking properties of n-tuple of orbits for an area preserving diffeo
morphism of thc 2-disk are described by using a dynamical cocyc1e with values in
thc Artin braid group.

Michel Herman: Existenee of invariant tori with DO torsion conditions

\tarious theorems ,vhere announced: Let F : 'Irl X (-6: 6] y Tl X IR a;.:~C':X)

embedding that leaves invariant 1['1 X {O}: and F : 1['1 x [0,6] y 1f1 X 114: such
that the rotation number p (FITI X {O}) = Q, satisfies a diophantine condition and
F has thc intersection property, thcn we have:

Theorem 1 For all c:> 0 the map F leaves invariant in 1f1 x [0, ±c:] a Cantor

set, 0/ positive measure, 0/ invariant diopantine C':X) circles.
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Corollary 1 Let F: (C,O) -+ (C,O) be a Coo germ 0/ an area preserving diffeo-

. .. ( COS 21rQ - sin 21rCk )
morph1.sm sat'tsfytng F(O) = 0, and DF(O) = . 2 where a

SIn 1rO - COS 21rQ

satisfies a diophantine condition, then F is LyapunojJ stable near O.

This generalizes a theorem of J. ~10ser.

Corollary 2 (of the proof) Let F ; 'JI'1 X [-1, 1) --t 'JI'1 X [-1, 11 be a C"" diffeomor- e
phism, homotopic to the identity, and p(FIT1X{-l}) == 0 that satisfies a diophantine

condition, there exists ko(a) , co(a) > 0 such that if IIF - Rollcko < co, where

Ro(B, r) = (0 + Q, r): and F has no periodic points, and the intersection property

holds" then F is Coo conjugated to Ra'

This generalizes, in part, a theorem of A. Denjoy (a eirele C2-diffeomorphism with
no periodie points is topologically eonjugated to a rotation) and the loeal congugacy
results of V.I. A.rnold and J. ~1oser.

In the lecture ,ve discussed the persistence of invariant circles of a fixed diophan

tine rotation Q for perturbations of general completely integrable CXl-mappings
((), r) -+ (f) + f (r), r) oE Tl x [-1, 1] and the existence of Lagrangian invariant to

ri of fixed diophantine rotation vector Q for Hamiltonian perturbations of Ho(r) on
'Jrl x nn ,vith coordinates (J. = (BI, ... ~ On) ~ r = (rI, ... , r11) with a degree hypothe
sis on ~ = i(r) , f(ro) = Q EInt (i(l[Jl) , UroU < 1. By examples we sho\ved that
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 unfortunately do not generalize to higher dimensions
for symplectic diffeomorphisms or Hamilton 80''"8. \Ve presented a generalization of
a theorem of H. Rüssmann and of V.I. A.rnold as ,yeIl as the following result: On
T*]Rq ::= IRq x IRq , (x ~ y) = z ~ let H>. be a Coo Hamiltonian depending Coo on a

parameter ..\ E [-~, ~],

q

H>.(z) = 1r L aj (,x) (x; + YJ} + O(ZOO).
1

"Ve suppose that A --? (al (A), ... l aq(A)) is lR-analytic and its image is not contained
in a hyperplane of jRq passing through O.
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Theorem For Lebesgue almost every ..\ the Hamiltonian HA leaves invariant a

set 0/ positive measure 0/ Lagrangian tori 01 r·Rq .

All the results avoid making any hypothesis about higher order terms (that eould
be C.xJ tangent to 0); ,vhat is very convenient in Celestial11eehanics.
In an evening talk \ve presented some of tbe prüofs.

Svetlana Katok: Conjugacy problem and coding of closed geodesics on
the modular surface

Closed geodesics on the modular surface, associated to conjugaey elasses of hyperbo
He elements in SL(2, Z) , can be coded in hvo different ,vays. Tbe arithmetic code,
given by IJ-" continued fractions, comes from the Gauss reduction theory, and in
this context is the period of "_" continued fraction expansion of the attracting fixed
point of the corresponding ~1öbius transformation. The aritbmetic code is ~ finite
sequence of integers ~ 2, defined up to a cyclic permutation, and is a complete
system of SL(2, Z)-invariants (just as tbe period of an ordinary continued fraction
expansion is a complete system of GL(2, Z)-invariants, a standard fact in number
theory). The geometrie eode~ with respect to the standard fundamental region for
SL(2, Z), is obtained by a eonstruetion universal for a11 finitely generated Fuch~ian

groups of the first kind. Is is also a finite sequence of integers defined up to a cyclie
permutation, but it may contain both positive and negative integers. The follo,ving
theorem is the main results of the talk. It gives a description of a11 closed geo.desics
for \vhicb the t",·o codes coineide. ..;.

Theorem Let ..4 E SL(2, Z) be a hyperbolic matrix with arithmetic code (nb ... , nm ) .

Then its geometrie code coincides with its arithmetic code ij and only il ~ + ni~l ~ ~

for all i (mod m) , i. e. the arithmetic code does not contain 2 and the following pairs:
{3,3},{3,4},{4,3},{3,5}, and {5,3}.

Any closed geodesic satisfying the theorem above is characterized by the follo\ving
regular beha\;or: in the standard fundamental region it consists of m "eoHs" \vith
i-th coil closely '~imitating" the behavior of the closed geodesic \vith the code (ni)'

. except for ni = 3; particularly, a11 its segments in the fundamental region are
clockwise oriented.
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Andreas Knauf: Classical and quantum motion in periodic potentials

This is areport on joint \vork with J. Asch, and with F. Benatti and T. Hudetz. 'VVe
consider the motion of a classical and a quantum particle in a periodic potential.
The distribution of asymptotic velocities is studied in its energy dependence and
compared \vith the distribution of the gradient of the quantal band functions. One
result implies in the integrable as \vell as in the ergodic case convergence in' the
semi-classical limit 11 '\, O. However, concerning the dynamical entropy, no such e
continuity holds. In fact, the Connes-Narnhofer-Thirring entropy of the quantal
electron gas may be lowered by the same mechanism that enlarges the Kolmogorov-
Sinai entropy of its classical counterpart.

Gerhard Knieper: Distribution of closed orbits and the uniqueness of the
measure of maximal entropy for manifolds on nonpositive curvature

This lecture provided a summary on new results on the dynamics and geometry of
nonpositively curved manifolds. Those results generalize the work of Bo\ven and
~dargulis in the case of strictIy negative curvature. For each manifold of nonpositive
curvature M and v E Slv! denote by rankt; = dirn of parallel Jacobi fields along
the geodesic Cv. Then rank !v! = min rankt; rneasures the amount of '~flateness'~.

VESA1
Using this invariant the main results are the follo\ving:

Theorem A Let M be a compact non ftat nonpositively curued manilold. Then

vol S(p, r) ~ ehr. r ranktt-l

where h is the topological entropy 01 the geodesie ftow and val S(p, r) is the volume
01 the geodesie sphere 0/ radius r in the universal covering.

Now; let M be a rank 1 in field and denote by reg = {r E SM I rankv = I} the
regular set and by sing = S M\reg V the singular set. Denote by

P(H) = # {/ree homotopy classes 0/ closed geodesics 0/ period :5 t} ,

Preg(t) = #

Psing(t) = #

{/ree homotopy classes 0/ regular closed geodesie 0/ period $ t}

{/ree homotopy classes 0/ singular closed geodesie 0/ period :5 t} .
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Theorem B There exists a > 1 such that

1 ht ht-e ~ Preg(t) ~ P(t) ~ ae
at

Theorem C There exists c > 0 such that

Psing(t) ~ e-d I
--- JOT t ~ to·
Preg(t)

Theorem C is a consequence of the follow'ing resuIt, which ans,,~ers a conjecture of

A. Katok.

Theorem D There exists a unique meaSUTe J.L of maximal entropy fOT the geodesie

flow (i.e. hp(f!» = hand J.L is uniquely determined by this equation). Furlhermore

J.L(sing) = o.

Sergei B. Kuksin: Turbulence in forced/damped Hamiltonian PDEs

For solutions of nonlinear PDEs of the form

(nie Hamiltonian e.q.) + (8 - smalllinear damping) +( order one forcing)

we stud~r their space-scale Rx and prove that 6c :::; Rx ::; 6c
: where C and

c are positive constants. Some relations with thc Kolmogorov theory of turbulence
are given.
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Krystyna Kuperberg: Periodic points from periodic pri~e ends

Under certain conditions, periodic prime ends associated ,vith the complementary
domains of a continuum invariant under an orientation preserving homeomorphism
of the plane imply periodie points. In partieular, the folloY"'ing is true:

Theorem Suppose that a continuum X separates the plane into finitely many

domains Ul , •.. , ••. , Un , n ~ 2, and X is invariant under an orientation preseroing e
plane homeomorphism F. 11

1. F has a prime end in U1 01 least period q,

2. lor 1 ~ i ~ n - I, il Ui is invariant under Fq , then Fq has a fixed prime
end in Ui , and

3. Un is invariant under F,
then F has a periodic point in X 01 least period q.

(This is a joint ,vork ,vith ~.'I. Barge. )

Patrice Le Calvez: Local dynamics around a fixed point for a homeomor
phism of the plane

vye prove the follo\ving theorems:

1. Theorem 1 11 r/J : S2 --t 52 is a homeomorphism with n(~) = 52 and

# Fix cl> ~ 3, then #Per f/> = 00 .

This generalizes a result of lvI. Handel and a result of J. Franks.

2. Theorem 2 11 F : T 2 --t T 2 is a homeomorphism which preserves the
measure and the center 01 mass (fOT a lift 01 et> : ]R2 --t ]R2), then #PerF =
+00.

The idea is to use IDeal properties of a CO-germ r/J : (w, 0) --+ (W, 0). vVe
elassify the germs in 2 elasses and in each dass ,ve compute the sequence
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(i(4>ß, 0))n2:0' One of the main tools is tbe follo\ving theorem (proved 'with

J.C. Yoccoz).

3. Theorem 3 If cl> : (w: 0) > (W',O) has no periodic orbits (other than 0) and
if there exists a domain U satisfying 0 E U C U c Wand n 4J-k (V) nau

keZ

= 0: then there exists q ~ 1 and r ~ 0 such that

i(c/>\ 0) = 1 if k ~ q71

i(c/>k,O) = r ilk E q71.

Michael Lyubich: Almost every real quadratic map is either regular or
stochastic

'\Te prove that for Lebesque almost every cE [-2,1/4), the quaclratic map Pe has
either an attraeting cycle, or an absolutely continuous invariant measure.

J ohn Mather: Variational construction of orbits in a time periodic Lag
rangian system in two degrees of freedorn

Let (,) be a er-Riemannian metric on 'f'2, r ~ 2. Let T : T1f2 -+ lR be the
assoeiated kinetie energy, T(~) = ~(~, {}. Let U : 1f2 x 1r -+ lR be er. Let
L((, t) = 'T(() - U(1r(: t). '\Te study trajeetories of the Euler-Lagrange fiow on
TJr2 x ']I' associated to the Lagrangian L. Suffieient eonditions for tbe existenee of
orbits ,,~hose energy goes to +00 as time goes to +00 are:

(HI ) there exists an indivisible ho E H I (y2, Z) \vbicb eontains a unique shor

test geodesie r,
(H2) there is only one positively directed ~1orse '~class A.n geodesie A homocli

nie to r, and

(H3 ) a eertain '~Melnikov integral" is non-eonstant. These are also sufficient
eonditions for tbe construetion of orbits eonneeting and visiting eertain
"A.ubry-~1athern sets.
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P. Rabinowitz

vVe discuss some reeent joint \vork with Sergey Bolotin on the existence of heteroeli
nie solutions on rrn for a Hamiltonian system of multiple pendulum type \vhich
possesses arefleetoral symmetry. "Ve also discuss the related problem of the exi
stence of heteroclinic minimal geodesics on 1r"", \vhere the potential is not present.

Matthias Schwarz: Symplectic fixed points and quantum cohomology

The conjectured estimate on the number of fixed points of a Hamiltonian symplec
tomorphism r/J on a closed symplectic manifold (M, w)

nFix~ 2 inf{#Critflf E COO(M,lR)}

is still far from proven. In this talk \ve try to extend the kno\vn cup-Iength estimate
by Hofer and Floer

~ Fix ~ 2: cup-Ienght(iVl) in case that W1t"21m = 0

to the more general class of \veakly monotone symplectie manifolds. vVhereas typi
cally the presence of J-holomorphic spheres is a technical obstruction to known va
riational methods, we positively exploit their existenee in order to prove the existence
of more sympleetic fixed points. Namely, one can replace the classical cup-Ienght of
M by a "quantum" cup-Iength based on the knowledge of the ring structure of the
quantum cohomology ring of (M, w). This estimate extends all previously kno\vn
estimates for (degenerate) symplectic fixed points.

Karl Friedrich Siburg: A new proof of Birkhoff's Invariant Circle Theo
rem for monotone twist maps

We present a new proof of Birkhoff's Theorem: Any embedded, homotopieally non
trivial circle which is invariant under a monotone twist map <p on the cylinder
SI x:IR must be a Lipschitz-graph over SI. Tbe traditional proofs go back to Birk
hoff hirnself and are of topological nature. Durs, on the contrary, uses dynamical
consideration; the key observation is the following. If the invariant circle is folded
over SI then each application of <p pushes more area into these folds. Since cp

is measure-preserving, this finally implies that the invariantcircle has a point of
self-interseetion - ,vhich contradicts its embeddedness.
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Carles Sima: Area preserving maps with reversal of orientation

First some motivation is presented, relate~ to the limit behaviour ofsorne '~universal'~

family of planar dissipative diffeomorphisms and also to 3D diffeomorphisms. The
paradigm of the maps studied is (x, y) ~ (x + W + Q(Y + sin x), -(y + sin x». It
p~ays a role similar to the one of the standard map in the orientation preserving ease.
The symmetries allow to reduee w to [0,11"] and Q ~ O. Taking Tl, \\te reeover
preservation of orientation, but the map T2 is non twist, hut extremely degenerate.
Several results are presented:

1. The limit cases w = 0, w = 1r/2 are first studied. For Q small the I1;nit
Hamiltonian ßO\VS are described aod the non existence of invariant rotational
curves.

2. An excursion is made to the splitting of separatries in these limit cases. They
.are exponentially small and numerical evidence is given that the correction
factor (splitting = ot exp(- ~ ). correction factor) is a formal po"rer series in
a parameter, h ~ related to Q: \vhich is not convergent but Borel summable
\vith radius of convergence 2c.

3. For the non limit cases and a small the existence of rotational invariant cunres
is proved. It requires a kind of '~averaging'~ to remove the non t\vist character.
For a big there is evidence of the existence of non Birkhoff invariant curves.

4. The breakdown of invariant curves is analyzed. It is produced in a much
more \vild way then in the orientation preserving case. Several conjectures are
stated.

5. Consequently on the dynamies for small dissipative perturbations of the pre
vious situation are described. In particular there are topological obstructions
to the existence of parameters for \vhich a ,~...n homoelinic tangency occurs.
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Gregor Swiatek: Polymodal box mappings

Box mappings \vere introduced in tbe study of unimodal maps and, by extension,
complex polynomials. It is possible to sbo\v a unified construction, based on the
concept of nice sets, that covers a11 known applications of the technique. A crucial
property of unimodal box mappings is decay of geometry. In the bi-modal case,
decay of geometry persists in same examples in \vhich botb critical points have the
same w-limit set, but fails in general.

Carlos Tamm: Sums of Cantor sets and geometrie properties of Markov,
Lagrange and other related spectra

Let

K(o) := lim sup(qlqo _ pl)-l .
p,q~X1

p,qEZ

The Lagrange spectrum L is the image of K: lR \ Q -+ IR. Tbe Markov spectrum
.."v! is the set

{ ( .}~!z If(x: Y)I) -1 I f(x, y) = ax2 + bxy + cy2; a, b, e E lR; b~ - yae = I} .
(r·lI);i(O.u)

vVe prove that given ß E [0,1] there exists t(ß) E lR such tbat H D(Ln( -00, t(ß))) =
HD(Mn(-oo, t(ß))) = ß. The main tool is a metrical study ofsums ofeantor sets
based in a ,vork with Yoccoz. '~Te discuss extensions of these results to tbe .related
dynamical l'darkov and Lagrange spectra, L(f, 1\) := {lim sup f(Cn(x)), x E A},

n~oo

M(f, 1\) := {sup f(Cn(x)), x E A} , where 1\ i8 a horseshoe for C : M2 -+ M2 and
f : lvf2 --7 IR is a differentiable function.

Marcelo Viana: Statistical properties of attractors

vVe report on an ongoingjoint project ,vith C. Bonatti (Dijon) and J.F. Alves (IMPA
and Porto).

A diffeomorphism is partially hyperbolic if there exists a continuous splitting TM =
Enn Ef) Ec EB ESs, invariant under Df , such that D flEnn is uniformly expanding
, D ffEsS is uniformly contracting, and they both dominate DflEc. We also require
that dirn Ec > 0, and either dirn Enn > 0 or dirn Ess > 0 (or both).
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n-l

An I -invariant probability J.L is an SRB measure if ~ 2: 6Ji(z) ~ J.L in the ,veak
j=O

sense for a set B(J.L) of points z E M with positive Lebesgue rneasure.

Theorem 1 Suppose lirn sup ~ log 11 DIn IE; 11 < 0 /or a positive Lebesgue measure
n-++oo

subset 0/ any disk contained in a strong-unstable lea/. Then / has finitely. many

SRB measures] and their basics cover Lebegue almost all 0/ M .

Theorem 2 Suppose lim sup ~ log IIDlnIE~1I < 0 /or a positive Lebesgue measure
n-++oo

subset 0/ some disk contained in a strong-unstable lea./, and suppose all strong-
unstable leaves are de1l3e. Then I has a unique SRB measure J.l] and B (f.l) is a

Juli Lebesgue measure subset in M.

Theorem 3 Suppose lim inf 1 log II(Dl-nIE~)-lli < 0 on a positive Lebesgue m.e.a-
n-++oo n

sure subset 0/ some centre-unstable lea/, and suppose dirn Ec = 1. Then f has
same SRB measure.

Some cases ,vhere dirn Ec > 1 can also be treated in the setting of this last theorem~
and \ve expect to \veaken the hypothesis dirn Ec = 1 considerably. The present
version of Theorem 3 leads toa result in I-dimensional dynamies: any C 2 map of
the circle or the interval whose critical points are all nondegenerate, and which JIas
positive Lyapunov exponent at a positive Lebesgue measure set of points has some
SRB measure.

Kris Wysocki: Unknotted periodic orbits for Reeb fiows on 53

A Reeb vector field on 8 3 admits a periodic orbit. We sho\v that every Reeb vector
field on 8 3 possesses a periodic orbit with special properties. Namely, \ve sho\v
that there exist orbits which are unknotted and have self-linking number -1. If
in addition all periodic orbits of X are non-degenerate, then there ahvays exists
an unknotted periodic orbit with Conley-Zehnder index E {2, 3}. The proofs are
based on the theory of pseudo-holomorphic curves in lR x 8 3 • This is a joint ,vork
with H. Hofer and E. Zehnder.
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Howie Weiss:

\\Te explicitly eonstruet smooth metries arbitrarily elose to the raund metric on sn,

n 2:: 3 whose geodesie fio,v has an €-dense orbit. Iterating this loeal eonstruction
,ve obtain ametrie elose to the round metrie \vhieh has an orbit ,vhose elosure has

almost fuH measure.

Zhihong Jeff Xia: Topological entropy and stability

It has lang been conjectured (Newhouse, Palis, Takens, ... ) that the topological
entropy of a diffeomorphism of a eompaet manifold ehanges only through homoelinie
bifurcations. vVe prove this for eompaet surfaees. ~1ore precisely, we sho\v that for a
diffeomorphism on eompaet surface, either the entropy is loeally eonstant or it ean
be approximated (in Cl) by a map \vith homoelinie tangeneies.
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